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Confirmation exists for the 1997 revolutionary date of 12.850 cal yr BP established for the Laacher
See Eruption (LSE) and introduced to encourage US-research on the P/H-KISS impact with LSE as
isochrone and impact volcanism proxy (Bujatti-Narbeshuber, 1997). Bayesian analysis by Wolbach
et al. (2018) of 157 dated records of the YD-impact hypothesis of Firestone et al. (2007) confirms
impact with 2.854 ± 0.056 ka BP. This now allows to introduce the much larger P/H-KISS
paleoceanographic transition scenario relating also to Holocene up to the present global climate
change. The Holocene era, because of the thermohaline damped flow scenario, is herein
considered as permanent end of the ice age, suggested here as the climatic consequence of an
ocean topography and threshold change. Decoded cave art navigation world maps with
Pleistocene paleoceanography content from Altamira , La Pasiega and El Castillo document in each
one of the three maps specific AMOC stable states for interstadial/ full stadial/ stadial
paleoclimate. Each map-thermohaline stable state is differently relating to a geomorphological
boundary condition that is the subaerial surface Topography of a large Mid Atlantic Plateau
(MAP)-Island. It is modelled in the P/H-KISS scenario as primary Pleistocene thermohaline phase 0
geomorphological threshold. As physical boundary condition it is in interaction with the
thermohaline gulfstream current (above /below/at threshold). This results in the 3 distinct AMOC
equilibrium stages of interstadial/ full stadial /stadial, as Pleistocene criticality interconnected by
their respective further transition thresholds. When the primary geomorphological threshold is
removed the result is the Holocene damped flow, a transition continuum of thermohaline phases
1, 2, 3. Geomorphological proof is first the MAP-Island, invariably shown on all three maps.
Furthermore the MAP-Island is identified by its characteristic topography on decorated columns in
Göbekli Tepe as a highly abstract island symbol with deeper political-territorial meanings. With
paleo-astronomical precession dating on Pillar 43, the LSE 12.850 cal yr BP date was reproduced
and the YD (P/H-KISS) impact series from comet fragments in the Taurid stream were decoded by
M. Sweatman (2019). The symbol sequence on Pillar 18, revealed here for the first time, is the (HIT) = MAP-Island-Dual 90°-Transition-Tsunami Code of the two step Mid Atlantic Ridge MAR & MAPIsland isostatic submersion by the Taurid stream Koefels-comet oceanic-impact fragments:
Paleoclimatology thus confirms and now extends the D. Paillard (1998) three equilibria ocean-boxclimate-model with 3 thresholds for 3 transitions between the 3 thermohaline stable states of the
ice age to the larger P/H-KISS transition scenario of paleo-climate change. It states that the above 3

AMOC states are exclusively based on the existence of the MAP-Island threshold. Isostatic MAR &
MAP-Submergence brings their ice age ending collapse into the broad continuum of the Global
warming Threshold Triad with thermohaline damped flow in a very long lasting Holocene
interstadial.
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